Zoos, like the El Paso Zoo,
that are members of the
Association of Zoos and
Aquariums, work together
to send animals to breed
with animals in other zoos
in order to increase genetic diversity of that species,
transfer animals to ‘re-introduction to the wild’
programs and so much
more.
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FREE YEAR ROUND ADMISSION
During Daily Scheduled Zoo Hours
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DISCOUNT AT THE GIFT SHOP
AND ALL ZOO ATTRACTIONS

DISCOUNT ADMISSION
TO OVER 100 OTHER
ZOOS AND AQUARIUMS

Free Admission to
ZOO DAYTIME EVENTS:
Eggstravaganzoo,
Party For The Planet,
BUG FEST, Boo At The Zoo
and Much More…

SUMMER
ZOO CAMP
DISCOUNT

Visit the Zoo Society office, or our website
www.elpasozoosociety.org/member-zone!
or call (915) 212-0245 to learn more about
our membership packages and PERKZ!

The El Paso Zoological Society is a vital
partner to the El Paso Zoo, essential to
its growth and success, advocating for
the Zoo in the Community, and providing capital fundraising, operational
support, membership and volunteer
services.

Renee Neuert

Executive Director
El Paso Zoological Society

Founded in 1963, the Zoological Society
is a 501 c (3) non-profit organization
governed by a volunteer Board of
Directors and supported by local
donors. It is not a part of the City of
El Paso, but a separate legal entity.
Donations are tax-deductible in whole
or in part.

STAFF
Renee Neuert

– Chief Executive Officer

Terri Wyatt

– Chief Development Officer

Beatriz Uranga

– Chief Operations Officer

Amanda Fonseca

– Programming Administrator

Ms. Toni Lopez – Adult Volunteer Manager
and Camp Counselor

Olivia Christine Siqueiros
– Youth Volunteer Manager
Alejandra Aburto

– Membership Sales Coordinator

Daisy Gomez

– Membership Sales

H
ello Zoo Members and Donors! Thank you for supporting your El Paso Zoo.
We have so many new and exciting things happening this year, so come out and
put some wild in your life!

The Zoo has been on a wild adventure recently and it will
only continue. In November, we opened our newest exhibit,
The Chihuahuan Desert, with many new animals! The
adventure resumes with the design phase and construction
of the new South American Penguin exhibit opening at the
end of 2021.
We are Protectors of the Environment! Teaching guests
about renewal energy in the Kalahari Research Station powered by solar energy; recycling and water conservation in the
Discovery Education facility; working to Save Animals From
Extinction (SAFE) through our Mexican Wolf Breeding
program; along with installing pollinator gardens for bees,
butterfly’s and birds. As educators of the public, we are a leader in environmental awareness, conservation action, and endangered species preservation.
The El Paso Zoo, like zoos across the nation, relies on the private sector to
provide supplemental funding critical to maintain conservation and education
programming, volunteer support, and capital improvements. Therefore, the El
Paso Zoological Society is dedicated to raising funds for these vital endeavors.
It is our mission to celebrate the value of animals and our natural resources
and create opportunities for people to rediscover their connection to nature,
and vision to provide a premier wildlife and natural habitat experience for
residents and visitors to the Paso del Norte region.
The El Paso Zoo Society:
• Administers zoo memberships/annual passes
• Operates the Zoo Volunteer Program
• Manages the children’s summer Zoo Camp
• Provides zoo operational support and capital fundraising
• Organizes special events and fundraising activities
• Supports conservation programs locally, nationally and world-wide
Accredited by the AZA, our El Paso Zoo is a fun, unique, and family-friendly experience on 35 acres of shaded landscape, showcasing ambassadors of the wild.
There is no question that an exceptional zoo is extremely relevant and important in a community. We contribute to the quality of life and economic development of our community. It’s all happening for you at your beautiful El Paso Zoo.
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Renee Neuert

The zoo
does
PINK
in a big
way.
“We started to
notice that she
was spending a lot
of time throwing
dirt, water and
blowing on her
right mammary
gland, and over
time it just kept
getting bigger
and bigger”

This was the observation that began
Juno’s journey. The El Paso Zoo is home
over 220 animals, two of which are the
Asian Elephants: Savannah and Juno.
All guests love these girls, but this year
Juno, the “sassy one who loves sweet
fruits and grape juice”, received more
attention than before. The 53-year-old
elephant has breast cancer. Breast
cancer is found in 1 out 8 women and
sometimes in men. However, breast
cancer is almost unheard of in some
animals, especially elephants. In fact,
studies suggest that elephants have a
very low risk of ever getting breast
cancer due to genetic adaptations that
prevent mutant cells from dividing.
So how did this particular elephant
develop breast cancer? The cause is
unknown, however, the call to action
has been thoroughly studied. Since
2016, Juno’s keepers have been working with her and the zoo vet staff to
treat it. Dr. Vicky explains it from the
medical side,
“She has gone through electro-chemotherapy three times since her cancer
was diagnosed. The tumor did shrink,
but unfortunately, it started to grow
again since we stopped doing the
treatment. So this fourth time around
we have added a step two, which is to
inject a gene for an inflammatory
protein that the body normally uses as
a marker for the immune system to say
“kill it”. We are hoping with this
two-step treatment that we can get

Juno’s immune system on our side
and continue the chemotherapeutic
drugs in a controlled way so that Juno
does not feel systematically sick. This
is important because we cannot
necessarily explain to Juno what it is
that we are doing, or why she might
have side effects. So we really try to do
things that are going to cause her the
least discomfort and side effects, so
that she can just continue being her
normal elephant self.”
The elephant keepers have gone
above and beyond to lead Juno on this
journey. The team of five, led by Gabriel Moya and Brittany Drake- work
diligently to train Juno twice a day
every day to prepare for her treatment. So how does one get a 7,800
pound animal to do something? Trust.
Over time, keepers create a bond with
the animals. In training, they are able
to work with the elephants to respond
to a behavior that is asked for. They
have to be extremely patient and
caring during training, as behaviors
are never forced. Juno had to be
trained to voluntarily allow bracelets
to be put around her feet (to help keep
her and the staff safe) and walk into
an area in her barn (called the ERD)
with special equipment for elephant
medical procedures. She was hesitant
to go in at first, but was highly motivated to collect the treats placed
inside the ERD. She would reach in
only with her trunk, but after a few

Did You
Know?

months of repetition and training,
Juno entered and exited the ERD with
ease and confidence. Juno’s keeper
Brittany explained, “it is important to
do these trainings every day, because it
eventually becomes a normal part of
her day and this way she is comfortable and it is not scary for her when the
actual day comes. We are so proud of
how brave and how far she has come.”
Juno’s fourth cancer treatment, which
included the two-step process, took
place on October 16, 2019. In preparation for her treatment, The El Paso
Zoological Society teamed up with the
elephant keepers, Stand with Estella,
The Rio Grande Cancer Foundation
and Albertson’s on October 6 for Breast
Cancer Awareness Month to raise
funds for Juno’s procedure. Juno’s
exhibit was turned pink with pink
elephant piñatas, courtesy of Jesse
Cano, and pink ‘Juno’ wreaths,
designed by Letty Fonseca, a Breast
Cancer survivor. Our guests enjoyed
pink lemonade, pink cookies, and pink
‘Survivor Juno’ shirts for sale. Guests
happily helped raise funds for Juno,
and had the unique opportunity to
learn about breast cancer, preventative measures and about Juno’s
journey. ABC, Channel 7’s Estella Casas,
a Breast Cancer survivor herself, was
able to reach out to her audience
about
Juno’s
journey.
Estella
expressed, “everyone is touched by
cancer and if our beloved Juno is fight-

ing a cancer battle we all need to rally
around her to help fight. That’s what
happened during my cancer journey,
because no one fights alone. We are El
Paso Strong”.
Juno has received so much attention
and support through this. She has
loved the attention and has been so
brave and trusting of her keepers. She
was responsive and well after her first
treatment, and went right back in to
her treatment area for training a few
days later, and has been her normal
self. Her next treatment was scheduled
for December 14, 2019, and her final
treatment with this strategy for February, 2020. Everyone is eager for the
results of this new strategy to treat her
breast cancer and are optimistic that it
will help keep her as comfortable and
happy as possible.

Female elephants
don't have a row of
teats, like cats or dogs.
They have the most
human-like mammary glands anywhere in the animal
kingdom. Located
right behind their
forelegs, so mother
can protect her young
while nursing, baby
elephants drink milk
from their mother's
two breasts for up to
six years

T

The Chihuahuan Desert experience was
the most anticipated grand opening
event for El Paso Zoo guests and members. It opened to the excited public on
November 19, 2019. This new exhibit is
special. The centerpiece of the new area
is a 3,600 square foot Jaguar Mountain,
which serves as an innovative mixed
species
exhibit. The
Jaguar (predator) gets to
see the Pronghorns (its
prey) to give the idea of
how
these
animals
would interact in the
wild without putting the
animals
in
danger.
Integrated into the
Jaguar Mountain is the
new catwalk. Not many
zoos use this concept;
however, it is something
distinct that the El Paso
Zoo wanted to incorporate. This catwalk is an
exciting resource for the
cats to travel between
exhibits and encourages
movement. Guapo and
Luna, the Jaguars love to watch guest
from their catwalk and take naps up
there. They both are acclimating to their
new home very well as they explore all
the places they can go to within the
exhibit.
Representing one of the most diverse
arid regions of the world, the Chihuahuan Desert exhibit will give the public
the opportunity to become aware of
how much there is to a desert ecosystem.
In reality, the Chihuahuan Desert is
200,000 square miles and extends into
parts of New Mexico, west Texas, Arizona,
and into the central Mexico highlands.

According to the World Wildlife Foundation, this desert is the “largest and one of
the most biologically diverse eco-regions
in the country. It is home to 130 species
of mammals, 500 bird species, 170 reptile
and amphibian species, 110 freshwater
fish, and 3,000 plant species.” The aim is
to give guests of all ages the opportunity
to learn more about what
lives in their backyard and
to recognize how unique
and diverse our Chihuahuan Desert ecosystem is,
as well as recognize the
endangered species that
share this space with us.
Unfortunately,
most
animals in the world have
become endangered or are
near endangerment. Now,
zoos all around the world
are one of the few survival
options for endangered
species. Zoos, like the El
Paso Zoo, that are members of the Association of
Zoos and Aquariums, work
together to send animals to
breed in other zoos in order to increase
genetic diversity, transfer animals to
‘re-introduction to the wild’ programs
and so much more. Once thought to be
locally extinct, the El Paso Zoo and Zoo
Society are actively helping to re-introduce the Mexican Wolf to Texas. The goal
for the new wolf exhibit is for it to work
as a breeding ground for the Mexican
Wolf breeding program as new wolves
arrive. With about 75 left in the wild, the
Mexican Wolf is the most endangered
type of wolf in the world. We are hopeful
that this breeding program, the zoo’s
efforts and support from the community

through petitions will help us to re-intro- AZA institutions are very important. In
duce this species to Texas and increase the wild, animals do not keep track of
their population size.
where their genes have been. Zoos and
zoo curators however, do. Guapo, the
Guapo and Luna, the Jaguars, will also male Jaguar came to the El Paso Zoo
serve as ambassadors for Jaguars in the from the San Diego Zoo, and Luna, the
wild (near threatened). They are the female, from the Abilene Zoo, so they’re
largest cat of South America and as large from different genetic pools. The goal is
carnivores; they stand at the top of the for them to mate. If successful, the cub
food chain and serve a vital role in help- would be raised by its mother. Then,
ing to maintain biodiversity by regulat- based on the needs of the Species
ing prey populations. They are found in Survival Plan program it could be sent to
jungle ecosystems, but can easily adapt one of their institutions. The SSP
to other environments and are able to program oversees the population manmigrate vast distances. Jaguars were agement of select species of AZA instituonce found from the south tip of South tions to maximize genetic diversity and
America to border areas between the US distribution, in order to enhance the
and Mexico. Mostly found in South and conservation of these species in the wild.
Central America today, population sizes The El Paso Zoo is proud to be an AZA
are dropping due to habitat destruction, zoo and is proud to be a part of the
trophy hunting, conflict with humans, conservation movement.
and decreases in genetic diversity. As
routes from Central America to South- The El Paso Zoo serves as a recreational
west USA become less accessible, the resource where families can enjoy a
smaller a Jaguar’s travel range becomes, beautiful day spent outdoors with their
the less opportunities there are for favorite animals. The mission of the El
resources and for different males and Paso Zoo is always the driving force for
females to breed, which results in a everything that happens at the zoo.
decrease in the genetic diversity of those More than just recreation, the mission of
Jaguars. When genetic diversity is low, the El Paso Zoo is to celebrate the value
offspring of the animals that mated of animals and natural resources and
within the same genetic pool can be create opportunities for people to redisborn with genetic defects that can cover their connection to nature.
hinder their chances of survival or
successful breeding.

The Chihuahuan
Desert exhibit is the
beginning for what
is to come!

According to the
El Paso Zoo Master
Plan, the zoo is now in
the design phase for
the new Humboldt
Penguin exhibit in the
Americas section of
the zoo, followed by
Flamingos! After the
plans for Americas
have been completed,
the design phase will
then continue for the
Asia section of the zoo
to bring in different
animals and updated
exhibits.

Everyday People Making a Global Impact.
Mrs. Earth USA is an annual international beauty pageant
promoting environmental awareness.

Palm oil is the
most widely used
vegetable oil in the
world. Palm and palm
kernel oil is found in
baked goods, potato
chips, chocolate, milk,
cookies, pizza dough,
instant noodles, ice
cream, cosmetics,
toiletries, soaps,
shampoos, detergents, toothpaste; it
can be used for
cooking, to produce
biodiesel, and more.

Ready to help make
a difference? Download the
Cheyenne Mountain
Sustainable Palm Oil
Shopping App
and start shopping smart.
On Facebook– Like and follow
Mrs. Texas Earth 2019,
Pam Agullo.

Meet Pam Agullo, Mrs. Texas Earth 2019 and
3 year El Paso Zoo Society Board Member. As
Mrs. Texas Earth, her main platform is to
bring attention to animal extinction
through conservation promotion initiatives
and to raise awareness on threats that
Orangutans face in the wild. Did you know
that Palm Oil plantations are the main
threat to the survival of orangutan populations in Borneo and Sumatra?
Palm oil comes from the fruit of oil palms
that grow in tropical rainforests. In order to
grow these oil palm trees, producers clear
vast areas of forests in order to make room
for their plantations. According to research
by Rainforest Rescue, “an equivalent of 300
football field are being destroyed every
hour”. Animals native to
these tropical rainforests
like the orangutan are
vulnerable to this heavy
habitat loss, and the
environment is vulnerable to the consequetnces
of deforestation.
With the help of our El
Paso Zoo orangutan
ambassadors, Ibu and
Khalessi, Pam hosted a
small event on Palm Oil
Awareness Day 2019 to
educate the public about
the threats orangutans face in the wild and
promoted ways for individuals to help. Pam
introduced guests to some of the everyday
products that contain palm oil and to the
Sustainable Palm Oil Shopping App. Developed by your very own El Paso Zoo and
acquired by the Cheyenne Mountain Zoo,
the app helps shoppers shop for orangutan
friendly choices. A shopper scan the product
and the app will show if that product
contains palm oil and if the company of
that product is responsible with their use of

palm oil within the product. It is an easy app
to use and users really do create an impact.
As more people shop smart, the less
demand there will be for palm oil production and the less need for palm oil plantations!
As both the Marketing Board Member for the
El Paso Zoo Society and Mrs. Texas USA 2019,
Pam continues to encourage and raise
awareness. She engages conservation
promotion initiatives with the Zoo Society
team by creating unique branding strategies related to education and awareness,
and uses her social media platform like, her
Mrs. Texas Earth Facebook page as a tool to
connect with a large audience about the
conservation movement. The El Paso Zoo
Society is incredibly proud that
she is one of our amazing
Board Members.
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The El Paso Zoo Society
volunteers are truly the
“backbone” in supporting
our mission in connecting
our community with
nature.

The El Paso Zoo Society is proud to
announce the arrival of its new youth
development program –
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ZooCrew

Volunteers are valued members of our team, who generously give their time all year
round!

Interested in becoming a
Zoo Society volunteer?
Visit our website
elpasozoosociety.org/volunteer/
or call the volunteer office at
(915) 212-2821 to learn more about our
adult and teen volunteer programs!

Beginning in January of 2019, it aimed
to build and nurture the passion that
local youth have for wildlife and
nature. Through hands on experiences,
teens are able to submerge themselves
into the world of conservation, zoo
keeping, education and so much more!
With a growing need to gain experience after high school, while also wanting to give back to their community,
Zoo Crew were able to learn about the
many conservation efforts the El Paso
Zoo and the El Paso Zoo Society
support. Then turn around and teach
guests of all ages the ways in which the
Zoo is actively saving wildlife from
extinction. “In a time where we can
really see and understand how desperately Mother Nature needs us to help
her, we are giving kids this opportunity
to learn how to protect the delicate
balance of our environment. We are
finding kids who absolutely love
animals, nature, and we are giving

them the resources to advocate and
support wildlife! It’s incredible!” as
stated by Youth Development Coordinator, Olivia C. Siqueiros. The goal for
this program is to continue recruiting
teens who are passionate about
supporting wildlife, by creating new
and exciting opportunities for them to
learn and grow. “We are bringing in 16
and 17 year olds, from local high
schools who want this to be their future
career. They have this idea of how they
can help protect our environment, and
we are working to give them the tools
and experiences so they can do just
that. ” Zoo Crew is a new opportunity
for teens to become involved with an
organization that aims at advocating
and supporting wildlife. Thank you to El
Paso Electric, the sponsor of the Youth
Volunteer Program.
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ZOO CAMP 2O2O
Sign up your children for a unique and memorable experience that they will cherish forever!
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Fun page
FIND

MY
TAIL

Match the Tail to the Animal

Can you spot 15 things that are different between these 2 images?
IF YOU FOUND: 1-5 You’re just getting the hang of it, you can do more!

•

5-10 Not bad, keep going...

•

10-15 Wow, you did it! Amazing!

1. Tiger facing the opposite way, 2. Tree colors swtched, 3. Meerkats changed position, 4. Small antelope missing, 5. Zebra tail missing, 6. Single meerkat different color, 7. A rattle on a cobra? 8. Monkey flopped, 9. Squirrel acorn missing, 10. Giraffe has eyes, 11. Winking owl, 12. Joey headed the other way, 13. Parrot tail, 14. Elephant trunk, 15. Braces on a gator?

Host a WILD event in the unique Zoo setting with Taste El Paso Zoo Catering!

“Our experienced staff will
guide you through all the
options and possibilities
of the El Paso Zoo!”
Call (915)212-0250 or visit www.epzooevents.com to begin your adventure!

Can you guess the pattern for each Animal?
GIRAFFE • CHEETAH • LEOPARD • TIGER • ZEBRA

Why
are animals are

patterned anyway?
Can you make up
two new Patterns?

Lion

Wolf

Roach

(After it’s been stepped on
by an elephant)

Elephant

Duck
Bear

foot
prints

Fox
You

Elephant
(on her tippy toes)
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